
VROMO is a restaurant-focused software solution that works with multi-site restaurant
operators to transform their delivery business, increase profitability, and improve the

customer experience. We seamlessly integrate with your Point of Sale system to make the
entire delivery operation fast, efficient, and most importantly, more profitable.

PROFITABLE
M A K E  R E S T A U R A N T  D E L I V E R Y

ABOUT 

OUR SYSTEM

VALUE FOR YOUR RESTAURANT

offers an exceptional customer
experience with branded marketing
campaigns sent to customers via SMS 

automates dispatch to
reduce labor dependence &
delivery times

increases fulfillment by
redirecting certain order
volume to 3rd party fleets

reduces the cost of delivery by
using our low-cost fleet
arrangements

GET STARTED
Chat with us today to see how we can make the delivery channel more profitable for your restaurant!

CONTACT US AT INFO@VROMO.IO OR CLICK HERE TO BOOK A CALL

INCREASE
FULFILLMENT

Increase order fulfillment  
rates by up to 15% and

triple your delivery areas

DELIVER
FASTER

Reduce delivery times by
up to 20% whilst 

offering an exceptional
customer experience

MAKE MORE
MONEY

Save up to 24% on the
total cost of your

restaurants delivery
operation 

http://vromo.io/book-a-demo/


AUTO DISPATCH

RESTAURANT FOCUSED FEATURES

Transform your delivery operation by applying
customized rules to individual orders to ensure the
most efficient delivery driver receives the job every
time. These rules can be simple or complex and include
parameters such as driver distance to the store, jobs
containing restricted items (i.e. alcohol), maximum
number of jobs the driver has, or the value of the order,
etc. This intuitive feature combines human logic &
technology to help restaurants reduce delivery costs
and time spent on managing deliveries. 

ORDER OVERFLOW
This is the ability to redirect excess orders to one of our 3rd party partner fleets or a marketplace fleet but
only when you are unable to fulfill deliveries. It means that your fulfillment will be 100%,
and moreover you have the ability to extend trading hours or expand delivery areas for additional customers
and volume. 

ORDER STACKING
When 2 or more orders are due to be delivered to nearby
locations, the VROMO system will automatically assign 

MARKETING CAMPAIGNS
Take the pain out of waiting for food for customers. Send
them an SMS containing a link to track their order once it
has been dispatched to let them track their order right to
their door. Do this while delivering customizable branded
content, a prompt to leave your restaurant an online
review, the option to tip their delivery driver and so much
more. 

PLUG & PLAY
We integrate with many of the biggest restaurant technology providers in the US, from POS to order
aggregators and marketplace delivery apps to online ordering companies. This means our solution is already
available to thousands of restaurants just like yours. Onboarding is seamless & quick with 24/7 support
available for you and your team. Some of our trusted industry partners include... 

those deliveries to a single driver meaning a single driver 
payment for multiple deliveries. In addition, this can improve  fulfillment levels, reduce driver down time
and increase revenue. 


